Group Class Trainer
This position is responsible for teaching a variety of group classes and possibly private lessons. Ranging from basic
foundations & obedience, sport classes, and/or behavior modification.
This position is part time, primarily evenings and/or weekend mornings.
Job PositionsTeacher/Co-Teacher-Teach group classes by yourself or with another trainer, to a group of up to 8 dogs and their families.
-Have a thorough understanding of the curriculum of the class & be able to answer a variety of questions.
-Work with the whole group, as well as individually, to problem solve and assist clients in their learning of the
skills & curriculum.
-Be able to sub occasionally for other teachers.
Assistant Teacher-Assist the head trainer in setting up and gathering materials for class.
-Work with individuals in a class that are struggling, or disruptive.
-Work with individuals to problem solve and assist in their learning of the skills & curriculum.
Requirements:
-A love for teaching & helping people
-A love of training dogs
-The ability to work evenings and/or weekends
-Ability to work independently & as a team
-A passion for dog training and continued education

Preferred:
-Have taken several classes with Courteous K9 and
already have a basic understanding of how we train.
-1+ year of experience working as a dog trainer, dog
daycare, veterinarian/assistant or a job in a
teaching/educator role for humans

Why join Courteous K9?
-Join a collaborative and supportive team
-Competitive wages! Assistant Trainers earn $15-20/class. Teachers/Co-Teachers earn $25+/class.
-Work perks that include access to our learning library, facility use, free or discounted classes, continuing education &
more!
-We provide the curriculum, training, and support for all training classes
Interested?
Apply today by sending your resume and answers to the following questions to Training@CourteousK9s.com
Questions:
1. Why do you think you would be a good fit for Courteous K9?
2. Years and descriptions of experience training and working with dogs.
3. Years and descriptions of experience teaching or working with humans in an education, training, or service
industry.
4. Are you wanting to be an Assistant Teacher or would your goal be to work towards being a Teacher/CoTeacher?
5. What evenings do you have available? Are you available Saturdays?

